The sequence preference of DNA cleavage by T4 endonuclease VII.
The enzyme T4 endonuclease VII is a resolvase that acts on branched DNA intermediates during genetic recombination, by cleaving DNA with staggered cuts approximately 3-6 bp apart. In this paper, we investigated the sequence preference of this cleavage reaction utilising two different DNA sequences. For the first time, the DNA sequence preference of T4 endonuclease VII cleavage sites has been examined without the presence of a known DNA substrate to mask any inherent nucleotide preference. The use of the ABI3730 platform enables the cleavage site to be determined at nucleotide resolution. We found that T4 endonuclease VII cleaves DNA with a sequence preference. We calculated the frequency of nucleotides surrounding the cleavage sites and found that following nucleotides had the highest incidence: AWTAN*STC, where N* indicates the cleavage site between positions 0 and 1, N is any base, W is A or T, and S is G or C. An A at position -1 and T at position +2 were the most predominant nucleotides at the cleavage site. Using a Sequence Logo method, the sequence TATTAN*CT was derived at the cleavage site. Note that A and T nucleotides were highly preferred 5' to the cleavage sites in both methods of analysis. It was proposed that the enzyme recognises the narrower minor groove of these consecutive AT base pairs and cleaves DNA 3' to this feature.